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Abstract body text:
For both intraspecific and interspecific Actinidia crosses, a mixture of preserved (i.e., dried and frozen) pollen and dry finely-ground sucrose when applied on the moist stigmatic surface markedly enhances pollen-tube germination. The presence of the exogenic sugar facilitates the migration and transfer of fluids that increase osmotic pressure and turgidity of the stigma that leads to early browning of the stigmas and styles, while the introduced pollen grains are partially enveloped by the stigma’s polyp-like structures. The added sucrose also leads to increased fruit set with initially larger berries compared to when just pollen is applied to the stigma, and improves the potential for viable seed production. Since the stored pollen takes longer to germinate, for Actinidia, the pollen-sugar mixture should be applied on an individual blossom within the three days of flowering in order to increase the potential for a successful cross. As preserved pollen remains viable for 7 to 10 years, and because the attributes of male pollenizers are not always known, it is possible to repeat promising crosses in subsequent years by mixing the stored pollen with the sucrose. This investigation details the utility of this process and documents the mechanisms observed during the initial stages of interspecific hybridization. This is a simple, yet effective technique that Actinidia plant breeders should consider for use to effect difficult crosses.